Your way to the rbz

ROBERT BOSCH CENTER FOR POWER ELECTRONICS

Address: Oferdinger Straße 50, 72768 Reutlingen (Rommelsbach - vis-à-vis BZN)

by car: 8,8 km, about 16 minutes
on-site parking straight in front of the building

by bus: between 30 and 45 minutes
(change at station „Stadtmitte“)

- bus no. 3 direction to „Häslach Rathaus“
The station „Rommelsbach Nord“ is located straight in front of the rbz.

- bus no. 3 direction to „Rommelsbach Bildungszentrum“
From the station „Rommelsbach Mitte/Zentrum“ it is about a 10 minutes walk.

- bus no. 9 direction to „Rommelsbach Bildungszentrum“
From the station „Bildungszentrum Nord“ it is about a 5 minutes walk.

by bike: depends on the fitness of the cyclist :-)
bike racks straight in front of the building